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Columbus Community Hospital
Named Top 100 Hospital
In February 2019, Columbus Community Hospital (CCH)
was named one of the Top 100 Rural & Community Hospitals
in the U. S. by The Chartis Center for Rural Health, an
advisory and analytics firm dedicated to supporting rural
and community hospitals.
The Chartis Center for Rural Health’s annual Top 100 Rural &
Community Hospitals award is regarded as one of the health
care industry’s most significant designations of performance
excellence.
“We are so honored to have received this recognition. It’s a
testament to the hard work and dedication of our physicians,
staff and volunteers, and proof of our hospital’s commitment
to providing high-quality patient care,” said Michael Hansen,
FACHE, CCH president and CEO.

A NATIONWIDE COMPARISON
The Top 100 Rural & Community Hospitals award is based upon
the results of the Hospital Strength INDEX® from iVantage
Health Analytics. According to The Chartis Center for Rural
Health, this is the health care industry’s “most comprehensive
and objective assessment of rural hospital performance in the
United States.”
Now in its ninth year, the index forms the basis for many of the
most prominent awards in rural health care and it is used by more
than 25 state agencies, federal grant programs and state hospital
associations. The National Rural Health Association also uses it
to support their legislative and advocacy initiatives.
The index uses 50 rural-relevant indicators to measure a hospital’s
strength in the areas of:
Inpatient market share
Quality
Outpatient market share
Outcomes
Cost
Patient perspectives
Charge
Financial stability
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We are so honored to have received this recognition. It’s a testament to the hard work and dedication of our
physicians, staff and volunteers, and proof of our hospital’s commitment to providing high-quality patient care.

– MICHAEL HANSEN, FACHE, CCH PRESIDENT AND CEO

Each of the index’s 50 indicators is taken from publicly available
data sources and these indicators are combined to give hospitals
an overall score. Hospitals recognized as a Top 100 facility
scored in the top 100 among all rural and community hospitals
nationally. CCH is one of only two Nebraska facilities to be
recognized.

EXEMPLARY CARE
Hospitals recognized as Top 100 Rural & Community Hospitals
are seen as benchmarks for other rural health care facilities.
According to The Chartis Center for Rural Health, Top 100
facilities are examples of how hospitals can successfully manage
risk, offer higher quality care, increase patient satisfaction and
secure better outcomes, all while operating at a lower cost than
other facilities.
“Columbus Community Hospital’s success compared to
other rural and community hospitals in this assessment is
an acknowledgement of our organization’s commitment to

excellence,” said Clark Lehr, chairman of the CCH Board of
Directors. “It’s also proof that we are a leader in our field.”
According to Michael Topchik, national leader of The Chartis
Center for Rural Health, Top 100 status is an indicator of
how proactive hospitals have been in terms of performance
improvement in areas such as finance, market share, quality,
outcomes and patient safety.
“In an era of increased complexity and uncertainty, Top 100
hospitals have established themselves as a bellwether for rural
provider performance,” Topchik wrote in a press release on the
rankings.

For more information on CCH’s recognition, visit
www.columbushosp.org.
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New Orthopedic Surgeon’s Innovative Approach
to Joint Replacement Surgery
Shawn Brandenburg, D.O., is an
orthopedic surgeon who is thrilled to be
returning home and joining Columbus
Community Hospital in September
2019. Dr. Brandenburg, who grew up
in Columbus, is looking forward to
being close to his family and serving
the people of Columbus and the
surrounding communities.

HIP AND KNEE REPLACEMENTS
ON THE RISE
Having a new orthopedic surgeon in
Columbus will help address the increasing
demand for orthopedic care, especially
for active older adults. Dr. Brandenburg’s
general scope of orthopedic surgery
includes robotic-assisted surgery, hip
and knee replacements, orthopedic
trauma and general orthopedics. His
subspecialty focus includes knee and joint
reconstruction such as total knee or total
hip replacement.
“Today we’re seeing more patients who
request innovative techniques and we’re
able to help them get back on their
feet quicker and with less postsurgical
pain using muscle-sparing techniques
and robotic surgery,” Dr. Brandenburg
explained.
For many people, mobility is something
that affects every aspect of their lives,
including their ability to work and enjoy
recreational activities. “When pain gets
in the way of daily activities, it’s time to
see your doctor and talk about solutions,”
Dr. Brandenburg said. “Joint replacement
surgery is life changing because we can

improve a person’s quality of life by
eliminating their debilitating pain and
restoring function. Helping patients get
back to their activities is what motivates
me every day.”

hunting, Dr. Brandenburg watches a lot
of college sports and will be cheering
for the Nebraska Cornhuskers during
football season.

A PASSION FOR ORTHOPEDICS
Since childhood, Dr. Brandenburg was
intrigued by sports injuries and the
science behind anatomy and physiology.
“As I grew older, I always found myself
researching medical conditions others
were dealing with and striving to
understand how I could help,”
Dr. Brandenburg shared. “To this day,
my mother can recall the exact day
I told her I wanted to be a doctor.”
Dr. Brandenburg earned his undergraduate
degree from the University of Nebraska
at Omaha in 2005 and completed medical
school training at Kansas City University
of Medicine and Biosciences in 2013. He
then completed an orthopedic surgery
residency at Metro Health/University
of Michigan Hospital in Grand Rapids,
Michigan in 2018 and is currently
finishing a one-year adult reconstructive
surgery fellowship in Phoenix, Arizona
in July 2019.

COMING HOME TO COLUMBUS
Dr. Brandenburg is looking forward
to spending time with his family and
connecting with people in Columbus.
“The people here are generally kind,
down-to-earth and share values that I
believe are important for everyday life,”
he said. In addition to playing pickup
basketball, lifting weights, fishing and

Today we’re seeing more patients who
request innovative techniques and
we’re able to help them get back on
their feet quicker and with less
postsurgical pain using muscle-sparing
techniques and robotic surgery.

– SHAWN BRANDENBURG, D.O.
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New Psychiatrist Coming to Columbus
Venkata Kolli, MBBS, will join Columbus
Community Hospital in August 2019
as the only full-time, locally based
psychiatrist in Columbus. Dr. Kolli is
excited about the opportunity to raise
awareness and elevate mental health
services in Columbus.
According to Dr. Kolli, there are two
major hurdles stopping people from
getting treatment for mental health
conditions. “First, the difficulty of
accessing mental health services means
that many people have to drive long
distances or wait for long periods of time
to schedule an appointment with a mental
health professional. The second is the
stigma related to mental health; too often,
people don’t feel comfortable talking
about it,” Dr. Kolli said.

MAKING TREATMENT ACCESSIBLE
Dr. Kolli hopes to break down those
barriers by coming to Columbus and
helping patients with mental health
problems so they can live better lives.
“When someone is depressed, there are a
lot of challenges for the individual, their
family and the community. When that
person gets treatment and they can get
back to their life, there’s a positive ripple
effect that improves the lives of their loved
ones, too,” Dr. Kolli said.
Dr. Kolli is licensed to prescribe
medications and treat a range of mental
health conditions including depression,
anxiety, post-traumatic stress disorder
and more. “The evidence is clear that a
combination of medication and counseling
therapy is the most effective approach
for many patients,” Dr. Kolli said. “The
outcomes are very good, and most people

feel better with treatment, which is why
this work is so important.”

TRAINING ACROSS THE GLOBE
Dr. Kolli attended medical school in India
and graduated from NTR University
of Health Sciences in 2003. Following
additional studies in the U.K., Dr. Kolli
became a member of the Royal College
of Psychiatrists. After practicing for
seven years in England, he moved to
the U.S. and completed residency and
fellowship programs in psychiatry at
Creighton University in 2015. He served
as an assistant professor in psychiatry for
Creighton University while also practicing
in Omaha.
Dr. Kolli started a program in Omaha to
help teens experiencing a first episode
of psychosis. “I have a special interest in
adolescent mental health and helping
families find ways to cope and manage
during what can be a difficult time,”
Dr. Kolli said. He is board-certified in
adult psychiatry and child and adolescent
psychiatry.

MOVING TO COLUMBUS

When someone is depressed,

“My wife and I were drawn to the Midwest
because it’s a place with a strong work
ethic, good people and communities
where people take care of each other. This
is what we want for our kids growing up,”
Dr. Kolli said.

there are a lot of challenges for

Dr. Kolli’s wife, Usha Kanthety, has been
practicing as a family doctor in Schuyler,
Nebraska, for the past four years. The
family will move to the Columbus area
with their two young boys, ages 10 and
4, before the next school year starts.
Dr. Kolli and his wife recently started

loved ones, too.

the individual, their family and the
community. When that person gets
treatment and they can get back
to their life, there’s a positive ripple
effect that improves the lives of their

– VENKATA KOLLI, MBBS

kayaking together and learning how to
fish, and look forward to sharing more
outdoor adventures with their family.
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Ron Lambert: Supporting the
CCH Foundation Since Its Founding
In 2002, Columbus Community Hospital
(CCH) was in a transition as it built a new
facility to support the health care needs of
its growing community.

to financially support the foundation
because that’s what helps with a lot of the
things the hospital purchases, as far as
equipment and so forth, and that’s what
helps bring new physicians into
the community,” he said.

Ron Lambert was the chair of the CCH
board that decided to build the new
facility. When the CCH Foundation was
created that year – in part to support the
facility – Lambert became a member of the
first CCH Foundation board.

RETURNING TO HIS HOMETOWN
Lambert was born and raised in Columbus.
After attending business school in Omaha
and working elsewhere for a number of
years, he returned to his hometown to
create and run successful businesses.

“Myself and several other board members
thought we need to be able to support
this, not only through the hospital, but
also through a foundation,” Lambert said.
“The feeling at that time was that it was
a major step and we wanted to make sure
that we had enough funds to continue the
growth of the hospital.”
Lambert would go on to serve on the
CCH Foundation board for two years.
He has remained an active supporter of
the foundation ever since and he has been
impressed by how the foundation has been
able to support the continued growth of
the hospital.
“The hospital has grown far beyond what I
thought it would and it’s just phenomenal,”
he said.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Over the years, Lambert has continued
to support the foundation through
donations and he’s happy to see the
same involvement from others in the
community.
“I think the foundation is extremely well
accepted in the community, not just in
Columbus, but also in the surrounding
communities,” he said. “I think the
community, if you just look at what they’re
contributing, I think it is just amazing.”

Ron Lambert

Lambert believes these donations are in
good hands with the CCH’s Foundation
board members.

He founded Mid-American Research
Chemical (MARC) in the 1970s.
Though Lambert would go on to sell the
company about 20 years later, MARC
is still active in Columbus. Lambert was
also one of the founders of Paraclipse,
another local company that is still in the
community today. In addition to these
business pursuits, Lambert also does land
development with his family.
Lambert and his wife, Charlotte, have
three children: Mark, Kim and Tiffanie;
as well as seven grandchildren and five
great-grandchildren.

“The people who are on the board are
very community minded,” he said.
“They’re doing a very good job of getting
the word out about how the foundation
is supporting the hospital.”
The foundation supports the hospital
with donations to fund its physical
improvements, like the new facility that
was built in 2002 and the new $35 million
expansion project that broke ground in
spring 2019. But, as Lambert noted, the
foundation also plays an important part
in the growth of the hospital’s staff.
“I think that the whole community
understands that we have to continue

For information on how your gift, large
or small, can strengthen your Columbus
Community Hospital, please contact the:
Columbus Community Hospital
Foundation
4600 38th St.
P.O. Box 1800
Columbus, NE 68602-1800
402-562-3377
foundation@columbushosp.org
www.columbushosp.org
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CCH’s New Stop the Bleed Training
Helping You Save Lives

Uncontrolled bleeding can cause death within minutes and
blood loss is responsible for 35 percent of pre-hospital deaths.
In situations when emergency response is delayed – such as
natural disasters, active shooter situations or explosive events –
it becomes particularly important for everyday citizens to know
how to stop bleeding.
That is the driving force behind Stop the Bleed, a national
public health campaign – now being offered through Columbus
Community Hospital (CCH) – that teaches citizens how to stop
traumatic bleeding.

FROM TRAGEDY TO TRAINING
The Stop the Bleed program was created after the Sandy Hook
tragedy in 2012 by the American College of Surgeons Committee
on Trauma, along with representatives from the federal
government, law enforcement and the medical field who wanted
to save more lives after man-made or natural mass casualty events.
They concluded that the resulting injuries from these events
usually cause severe bleeding, so if members of the public were
trained to stop uncontrolled bleeding, it could save lives. By
educating and empowering citizens, the Stop the Bleed program
hopes to prevent all deaths from uncontrollable bleeding.
“Unfortunately, in our society these days, tragedy can strike
anywhere and at any given time,” said Sam Lozos, trauma
program manager at CCH. “Stop the Bleed courses offer
community members the chance to know what to do if they
witness a tragedy.”
Though Lozos noted that man-made or natural mass casualty
events may get more attention, she said serious bleeding is more
likely to result from everyday injuries that happen at home, at
work or while on the road. The Stop the Bleed program teaches
people how to properly use dressings, tourniquets and their own
hands to control bleeding, regardless of the cause.
“Stop the Bleed training allows people to be better equipped
to assist in emergent situations and save lives,” said Sue Deyke,
MSN, RN, CEN, CCH’s emergency department director and
emergency manager.

COMPREHENSIVE COURSES FOR EVERYONE
CCH’s Stop the Bleed classes last about an hour, depending on
the number of participants. They include lecture and hands-on
practice with tourniquets and pressure dressings. Lozos compared
them to Basic Life Support (BLS) classes.

“Stop the Bleed can easily be categorized with a class like Basic
Life Support. Initiation of BLS outside of a facility or prior to
paramedic or trained rescuers’ arrival has been proven to improve
patient outcomes. The same concept lies within Stop the Bleed,”
she said. “Placing a tourniquet or applying a pressure dressing to
a bleeding victim can drastically improve their outcome or even
save their life.”
Lozos stressed that anyone, regardless of their background, can
learn to help save lives with Stop the Bleed.
“I want community members to know that this course is really
for everyone,” she said. “The course is designed to be taught
at a comprehensive level so that someone with no medical
background at all can understand the material, and once
completed, feel confident in their new skills to act and help
save a life.”

To sign up for a Stop the Bleed class or to set up a Stop
the Bleed course for your school or organization, contact
Sam Lozos at sjlozos@columbushosp.org or call 402-562-3192.
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COLUMBUS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

Overall Employee Satisfaction in 2018:

THANK YOU FOR MAKING
COLUMBUS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
A GREAT PLACE TO WORK!

81st Percentile

CCH Receives Positive Results in
2018 Employee Engagement Survey
Every two years, Columbus Community
Hospital (CCH) uses a confidential,
electronic employee engagement survey
to rate its employees’ job satisfaction
and look for strengths and areas for
improvement.
The 2018 Employee Engagement Survey,
which was completed during November 5
to 28, 2018, reported high levels of
employee satisfaction.

A TOP PERFORMER
More than 560 of CCH’s employees
participated in the survey by survey
provider Press Ganey, and they scored
CCH highly in several areas including
physician and staff relations and the
quality of patient care.
As part of the survey, CCH was also
provided with an overall engagement
score which was compared to more than
4,900 health care facilities.
This overall engagement score measures
employees’ appraisals of their work
environments, their emotional experiences
and attachments to their workplaces.
CCH’s overall engagement score was
4.29 on a scale of 1 to 5. A score of 4.29
is significantly higher than the national
average and it means CCH’s employee
satisfaction rate is in the 81st percentile of
health care facilities.

“The fact that our employee satisfaction
rate is in the top 20 percent of all surveyed
health care facilities shows the importance
we place on our employees’ happiness,”
said Scott E. Messersmith, MBA, PHR,
SHRM-CP, vice president of operations
and human resources at CCH. “We value
and appreciate our employees and these
survey results demonstrate that.”

NOTED STRENGTHS AND CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT
The 2018 Employee Engagement Survey
also highlighted several strengths within
CCH’s organization. For example, CCH
scored highly in questions related to
employee and patient safety, the quality of
patient care, quality improvement, ethics,
community contributions, and physician
and staff relations.
The following were survey statements
that received particularly high responses:
 his organization cares about its
T
clients/patients.
This organization contributes to
the community.
Physicians and staff work well together.
This organization conducts business
in an ethical manner.
This organization cares about
employee safety.

For more information on CCH’s 2018
Employee Engagement Survey or to
learn more about working for CCH,
visit www.columbushosp.org.

 atient safety is a priority in this
P
organization.
This organization cares about quality
improvement.
This organization provides high-quality
care and service.
I like the work I do.
This organization makes every effort to
deliver safe, error-free care to patients.
“In addition to our high overall
engagement score, we were pleased to see
that our employees scored us highly in
these areas that speak to the quality of our
patient care and the working relationships
among our staff,” said Mike Hansen, CCH
president and CEO.
Along with pointing out areas of strengths,
the employee engagement survey also
helps CCH leadership pinpoint areas
of the organization that could be
improved. This helps them address these
issues to ensure the hospital is always
working to improve.
“As an organization, we are committed
to creating an environment where our
patients can confidently come for care and
our employees can enjoyably work,” said
Hansen. “These surveys are another tool
we use to work toward that goal.”
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Hip Arthroscopy Offers Relief
for Painful Hip Conditions
Running, exercise and sports have
countless benefits and can improve
physical and mental health. But these
activities can also take a toll on the
body, including the hip joints. Prolonged
wear and tear, along with unexpected
injuries often result in painful conditions.
Fortunately, Columbus Orthopedic &
Sports Medicine Clinic offers a procedure
that can help.
“The major advantage of hip arthroscopy
is that it allows treatment of injuries
within the hip with only a few very small
incisions,” said Dr. Dustin Volkmer,
orthopedic surgeon with Columbus
Orthopedic & Sports Medicine Clinic.

WHAT IS HIP ARTHROSCOPY?
As Dr. Volkmer explained, hip arthroscopy
is a minimally invasive procedure which
allows for surgery on an outpatient basis.
Additionally, accelerated rehab programs
after this procedure allow patients to
return to full activity sooner than before.
Prior to hip arthroscopy, the only way to
access and treat hip conditions was with a

procedure called a surgical hip dislocation,
which involved a longer recovery time and
increased risk of complications, such as
infection and damage to the blood supply
of the hip joint.
“Hip arthroscopy has become more
common in the last 10 to 15 years,
primarily because technology has
improved,” he said. “This allows for
more efficient and effective surgical
techniques. Along with this, there
has been an increased interest in
understanding and treating hip injuries
in young, active patients.”

CANDIDATES FOR HIP ARTHROSCOPY
Hip arthroscopy may be recommended
for hip conditions that do not respond to
nonsurgical treatment, such as:
 ip impingement (femoroacetabular
H
impingement)
Labral tears
Removal of loose fragments of cartilage
inside the hip joint
Patients who have tried medication,
physical therapy and joint supports
without relief may be good candidates
for arthroscopy.
“Ideal candidates have minimal or no
arthritis of the hip, which generally is not
able to be addressed with arthroscopy,”
Dr. Volkmer said. “Candidates also
typically fail a course of conservative
treatment including options like physical
therapy and injections.”

WHAT’S INVOLVED?
After anesthesia, your leg will be put in
traction. Your hip will be pulled away from
the socket enough for your surgeon to
insert instruments, see the entire joint and
perform the needed procedures.
Two to five small incisions are made
around the hip to insert the arthroscopy
camera and necessary instruments. An
X-ray machine is used to guide the tools
into the hip joint. Fluid irrigates and fills
the joint space for better viewing.
Your surgeon will evaluate the joint before
beginning any specific treatments. Once
the problem is clearly identified, your
surgeon will insert other small instruments
through separate incisions to repair it.
After surgery, you’ll be sent home to
recover and rest for several days, keeping
the joint elevated and applying ice to
relieve swelling and pain. You’ll likely be
able to resume normal activities shortly
after surgery, although the joint may
take several weeks to fully heal. Physical
therapy or the use of crutches may be
recommended during your recovery.

BENEFITS OF HIP ARTHROSCOPY
Compared to open surgical procedures,
hip arthroscopy causes less disruption
to the hip joint and related soft tissues,
resulting in:
Less pain and scarring
Fewer complications and less risk
of infection
Shorter recovery time

To find out more about hip arthroscopy or to request
a consultation with a surgeon, call 402-562-4700.
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Columbus Plastic Surgery
Offers Mommy Makeovers
When a woman has a baby, it changes
her body in ways she may never have
imagined. From sagging breasts to
tummy weight that just won’t go away,
some problems cannot be fixed with diet
changes and exercise alone.
Every woman wants to feel good about
herself and confident about her body,
which is why Dr. Sanjay Mukerji, a plastic
surgeon practicing at Columbus Plastic
Surgery, finds such joy in helping women
achieve that confidence. “I just love the
challenge of having a patient who is
unhappy with their appearance or function
and making them more comfortable with
themselves using surgical and nonsurgical
tools,” said Dr. Mukerji.

SURGERY: BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER
The term “mommy makeover” defines
various procedures for women who want
to improve their physical attributes. The
changes Dr. Mukerji sees most often are
things like shrinking or sagging of the
breasts, which would require either breast
implants, a breast lift or a combination
of those two procedures. Tummy tucks
are performed to tighten belly muscle
and tissue. “When patients come to us
with these issues, I often perform them in
combination. It’s a one-stop shop; they
come, they get the surgery and once they
recover, they feel like a completely new
person,” explained Dr. Mukerji.
Each of these two surgeries takes
approximately two hours, but Dr. Mukerji
said most patients go home that same
day if they are able to get up and move
around. Patients can be back to work
within a week to 10 days, so long as
they are not lifting anything heavy. It
takes about three to four weeks for a full
recovery, where women can lift anything
they want and exercise as much as they
want. Follow-up appointments depend on
the surgery performed, but Dr. Mukerji

COLUMBUS PLASTIC
SURGERY
Financial considerations
are also discussed

likes to see patients one week, one month
and three months post-procedure.

IDEAL MOMMY MAKEOVER CANDIDATES
Dr. Mukerji’s ideal candidate is someone
who leads a normally healthy lifestyle,
does not have any major existing medical
conditions and does not smoke. “This is
something I insist upon. If women are
smoking, they need to stop completely
because I want them to be in the optimum
state of health, as well as for the surgery to
be as safe as possible for them,” he said.
All patients meet with Dr. Mukerji for a
comprehensive consultation, which lasts
upward of 60 to 90 minutes. During this
time, he explains what the surgery will
involve, takes photos, advises patients
about the potential risks and complications
of the procedure, and discusses in
detail what women should expect in
the postoperative period, the recovery
phase, and even what they should expect
to see long-term. “It’s really a two-way
conversation where they let me know
what their needs are, and I tell them how
I can help them achieve those needs – how
we can both move toward the same goal,”
Dr. Mukerji said.

at the consultation, so patients fully know
what to expect about cost.

PATIENT SATISFACTION IS THE
TOP PRIORITY
Dr. Mukerji finds that most of his patients
are extremely happy and satisfied with
their results. He wants women to know
there is nothing wrong about wanting to
feel confident about their body. This is
one route to get there.
“We have plenty of before-and-after
pictures of patients. I actually have some
patients who are extremely willing to
discuss and communicate with new
clients what their experience was,” said
Dr. Mukerji. “So, it’s a lot of information
patients have to get, but it helps them
make a very informed decision. That’s the
way I always want my clients to feel – that
they were very well-informed about it
before, during and after the process.”

For more information, please call Columbus
Plastic Surgery at 402-562-4760 or visit
www.columbushosp.org.
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Columbus Community Hospital Receives
Five-Star Rating for Overall Hospital Quality
Columbus Community Hospital (CCH) was recently named
in a list of 293 hospitals that were given five stars for overall
hospital quality.
These ratings come from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services’ recently released Overall Hospital Quality Star Ratings,
which assess the performance of U.S. hospitals.
The ratings are based on publicly available health information
from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services’ Hospital
Compare consumer website. Hospital Compare allows consumers
to compare more than 4,000 hospitals based on more than
100 quality measures. Using this information, patients can
make more informed decisions about where they would like
to receive their health care.
Using Hospital Compare, consumers can directly compare
hospitals on performance measures such as:
Patient experiences
Timeliness of care
Effectiveness of care
Complications

Readmissions
The use of medical imaging
Payment
Value of care

A STANDOUT PERFORMANCE
The goal of the Overall Hospital Quality Star Ratings is to
summarize information from the Hospital Compare website into
a format that is easier for patients to understand and use.
More than 4,500 hospitals nationwide are included in the Overall
Hospital Quality Star Ratings which use Hospital Compare data
to rate hospitals on a scale of 1 to 5.
The Overall Hospital Quality Star Ratings compared hospitals on
quality measures like:
Safety of care
Effectiveness of care
Readmission rates
Timeliness of care
Overall patient experience

Of those rated, 293 hospitals received five-star ratings; 1,086
were given four stars; 1,264 were given three stars; 800 received
two stars and 282 were rated at just one star.
CCH was one of just two Nebraska hospitals to receive the
highest, five-star rating.
“We are honored to have received this five-star rating from
the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services,” said Michael
Hansen, CCH president and CEO. “This recognition proves that
Columbus Community Hospital is providing some of the highestquality patient care in the nation and it reassures our patients that
they are truly receiving high-quality health care, close to home.”
The full list of five-star hospitals was originally published by
Becker’s Hospital Review.

For more information on this important recognition or to
learn more about CCH’s high-quality services, please visit
www.columbushosp.org.

This recognition proves that Columbus Community Hospital is providing some of the
highest-quality patient care in the nation and it reassures our patients that they are
truly receiving high-quality health care, close to home.
– MICHAEL HANSEN, CCH PRESIDENT AND CEO
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CCH VIP: Very Important Patient Valet Drivers include from
left to right: Lawrence O’Neill, Ken Swanson, Mike Knowles
and Mark Landholm.
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VIP Valet Parking Offers Extended
Hours for Patients and Visitors
Going to the hospital when you are sick or recovering from an
injury can be very stressful. If you add a long walk to the front
door, trouble finding a parking spot or unfavorable weather,
that visit can become even more unenjoyable.
Columbus Community Hospital (CCH) is working to alleviate
those stressors by offering valet parking. The service, called
VIP: Very Important Patient valet parking, is offered at no
cost to patients and families. CCH launched the service in
September 2018, and it is already making a big difference.
“VIP Valet Parking is more than just vehicle parking and
retrieval,” said Angie Ramaekers, director of Volunteer
and Guest Services. “Our valet drivers are the first human
connection that patients and visitors come in contact with
when arriving at the hospital, before patient care begins.”
At its launch, the service was offered from 7 to 11 a.m. on
weekdays. But beginning in March, hospital leaders decided
to extend those hours to Monday through Friday, from 7 a.m.
until 4 p.m.
If a patient is discharged outside of these hours, he or she can
retrieve their car keys from the volunteer desk inside the front
entrance of the hospital.

A WELCOME SERVICE
“It took a while for people to get used to the fact that we had
these services available,” said Michael Hansen, CCH president
and CEO. “As people learned about it and word-of-mouth
spread, people started using it more and more. After we looked
at it and saw its success, we decided to grow and expand it.”
In addition to the added hours, drivers are also now monitoring
the main entrance of the Healthpark Medical Office Building
to assist visitors who enter through those doors. This entrance
sees a steady stream of patients who are visiting clinics and
specialists during the week.
To utilize the service, patients or families are directed to pull
up to either entrance, where a valet is stationed and prepared
to assist with bags and other personal items. The valet leads

Our valet drivers are the first human connection that
patients and visitors come in contact with when
arriving at the hospital, before patient care begins.

– ANGIE RAMAEKERS, DIRECTOR OF
VOLUNTEER AND GUEST SERVICES

each patient or family member inside the building, where a
volunteer takes over to give further guidance. If a valet is not
present, please notify front desk staff and one will be assigned.
After a patient is escorted inside, the valet parks the patient’s
car in a designated spot in the CCH parking lot. When that
patient is discharged, the valet retrieves the car and pulls up in
front of the building for pickup.

IMPROVED PATIENT EXPERIENCE
“It improves patients’ experience in terms of accessibility to
our services,” said Hansen. “When they come back down to
their car, the valet pulls right up for them, so it makes it easier
for them to get in. This is something our patients have always
asked about, and I think it’s been a good addition.”
VIP gives all patients and visitors a quick entrance to the
building, but valet drivers often go above and beyond to
improve the overall patient experience at the hospital.
“Valet drivers have not only provided valet parking and
retrieval services, they have also hauled patient luggage,
scooped snow, scraped windshields and have even jump-started
vehicles,” said Ramaekers. “Our valet drivers are always ready
to jump in and answer any call for help.”

For more information on VIP: Very Important Patient Valet
Parking, please contact Ramaekers at 402-562-3365 or
visit www.columbushosp.org.
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OUT WITH
THE OLD.
Experts in Shoulder Replacement

Columbus Orthopedic & Sports Medicine Clinic:
Experts in Shoulder Replacement
Don’t let shoulder pain stop you from
doing what you love best. If you’re
suffering from irritation or discomfort,
Columbus Orthopedic & Sports Medicine
Clinic can help, as you say out with the
old and in with the new.
Our board-certified orthopedic surgeons
specialize in shoulder replacement
procedures to relieve pain, restore function
and help patients get back to their
active lifestyles.

WHAT IS SHOULDER REPLACEMENT?
“There are two major types of shoulder
replacement,” explained Dr. Edward
Fehringer, orthopedic surgeon at
Columbus Orthopedic & Sports Medicine
Clinic. “One is a more standard or
conventional shoulder replacement where
the joint is replaced with a metal ball and
a stem that goes down inside the bone.”
This is called total shoulder replacement,
and it usually involves replacing arthritic
joint surfaces with a metal ball attached
to a stem and a plastic socket. For this
procedure, Columbus Orthopedic & Sports
Medicine Clinic offers the innovative
Tornier Simpliciti™ Shoulder System,

which was created, in part, by
Dr. Fehringer.
“The system only goes in the top part of
the bone so the beauty of the design is
that it’s so easy to replicate the patients’
anatomy with very little instruments, very
few tools and in very few steps,” explained
Dr. Fehringer.
It offers countless benefits to patients,
including less time in the operating
room, a quicker recovery process and a
decreased chance for fractures and other
complications following surgery.
The other major type of shoulder
replacement is reverse shoulder
replacement, which involves switching the
socket and metal ball to allow different
muscles to move the arm. This procedure
is typically done for people who suffer
from arthritis due to a torn or damaged
rotator cuff.

RECOVERY AFTER SHOULDER
REPLACEMENT
Typically, patients spend one night in
the hospital following surgery, but these
procedures can be done without a hospital
stay. Patients are generally discharged

to their homes once they are able to
complete activities such as dressing,
bathing and toileting, and are able to
complete their home exercise programs.
“In total joint replacement, we’ll get
that shoulder moving right away after
surgery with the other arm as the power,”
Dr. Fehringer said. “In reverses, we tend
to keep those a little more quiet in the
first two weeks because the rotator cuff
is completely torn.”
Columbus Community Hospital’s SURGE
Center for joint replacement has a team
of highly experienced physical and
occupational therapists who guide patients
through the recovery process. They teach
patients exercises to regain motion and get
them feeling great in no time.

GETTING STARTED
To find out how shoulder
replacement can help you, schedule
a consultation today by calling the
Columbus Orthopedic & Sports
Medicine Clinic at 402-562-4700
or visiting www.columbushosp.org.
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DISCRIMINATION Is Against the Law
Columbus Community Hospital complies with applicable Federal
civil rights laws and does not discriminate on the basis of race,
color, national origin, age, disability or sex. Columbus Community
Hospital does not exclude people or treat them differently because
of race, color, national origin, age, disability or sex.
If you have questions about the law, please contact our Risk
Manager. You can either call 402-562-3361, write to Columbus
Community Hospital, Attn: Risk Manager, 4600 38th St,
Columbus, NE 68601 or email info@columbushosp.org.
COLUMBUS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL :
Provides free aid and services to people with disabilities to
communicate effectively with us, such as:
Qualified sign language interpreters
Written information in large print, audio, accessible electronic
formats or other formats
Provides free language services to people whose primary language
is not English, such as:
Qualified interpreters
Information written in other languages
If you need these interpreter services, speak with a hospital
employee or call 1-855-837-8682.
If you believe that Columbus Community Hospital has failed to
provide these services or discriminated in another way on the basis
of race, color, national origin, age, disability or sex, you can file a
grievance in person or by mail, fax, or email:
Risk Manager
4600 38th Street
Columbus, NE 68601
Phone: 402-562-3361 Fax: 402-562-3376
info@columbushosp.org
If you need help filing a grievance, the Risk Manager is available to
help you. Please see the contact information above.
You can also file a civil rights complaint with the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services, Office for Civil Rights, electronically
through the Office for Civil Rights Complaint Portal, available at
https://ocrportal.hhs.gov/ocr/portal/lobby.jsf, or by mail or phone at:
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
200 Independence Avenue, SW
Room 509F, HHH Building
Washington, D.C. 20201
1-800-368-1019, 800-537-7697 (TDD)
Complaint forms are available at www.hhs.gov/ocr/office/file/index.html

This publication does not constitute professional medical
advice. Although it is intended to be accurate, neither the
publisher nor any other party assumes liability for loss

or damage due to reliance on this material. If you have
a medical question, consult your medical professional.
Websites not belonging to this organization are provided
for information only. No endorsement is implied. Images
may be from ©iStock and/or ©Fotolia. ©2019 Bluespire |
bluespiremarketing.com. Recommend this subscription to
a friend or family member, or request to be removed from
this mailing. Email aeblaser@columbushosp.org.

4600 38th Street
Columbus, NE 68601
402-564-7118
www.columbushosp.org
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EDUCATION AND SUPPORT GROUP SESSIONS
EDUCATION AND SUPPORT GROUP SESSIONS ARE FREE, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

Baby Care
BABY CARE CLASS
 or more information, call 402-562-3266.
F

BREASTFEEDING CLASS
For more information, call 402-562-3266.

BREASTFEEDING SUPPORT SESSIONS
F
 or more information, call 402-562-3266.
By appointment only.

BUMP & BEYOND PREPARED
CHILDBIRTH CLASS
F
 or more information, call 402-562-3266.

Fitness & Nutrition
COOKING CLASSES
For more information, call 402-562-4462.

FOOD THOUGHTS CLASS
For more information, call 402-562-4462.

WALK WITH A DOC
For more information, call 402-562-4480.

Support Groups
LOUD CROWD® EXERCISE GROUP
A TIME TO HEAL

 or more information, call 402-562-3333.
F

For more information, call 402-562-4794.

Diabetes Education
CONTROL DIABETES FOR LIFE
 or more information, call 402-562-4462.
F

DIABETES ACTIVITY GROUP
For more information, call 402-562-4462.

PARKINSON’S EXERCISE GROUP

COLUMBUS CANCER CARE
 or more information, call 402-562-8666.
F

COPD SUPPORT GROUP

 o learn more or to register for the
T
program, call 402-562-3333.

PARKINSON’S SUPPORT GROUP

 or more information, call 402-562-3344.
F

GRIEF SUPPORT GROUP

 or more information, call 402-562-3333.
F

TBI AND STROKE SUPPORT GROUP

 or more information, call 402-562-2522.
F

 or more information, call 402-562-3333.
F

CHECK US OUT AT WWW.COLUMBUSHOSP.ORG.
Search our Online Health Library
Manage your hospital bill online
Make a donation to the CCH Foundation
Send an e-card to a loved one or friend at CCH

Learn a variety of health tips or more about
specific conditions by visiting our online
health library at www.columbushosp.org.
Select “Health Library” under “Our Services.”

